New Xerox Combination Scanner Offers Affordable and Convenient Document Capture

Xerox Simplex Combo Scanner provides small office, occasional scanning alternative

PLEASANTON, Calif., Oct. 2, 2018 – Addressing small office needs for occasional scanning and efficient operation on a tight budget, the Xerox Simplex Combo Scanner is an economical solution for convenient, simple document capture. With competitive scan speeds and built-in software, the Simplex Combo Scanner prevents disruptions to daily workflow and is an ideal product for light scanning and special documents.

Under a trademark licensing agreement with Xerox Corporation, the Xerox Simplex Combo Scanner will be manufactured and marketed by Visioneer pursuant to Xerox’s quality control standards.

Economical Investment and Performance
Offering an extremely low price for a combination scanner, the Xerox Simplex Combo Scanner provides businesses surprising value for their dollar with optimal scan speeds and image quality enhancement not expected at this price point.

The Simplex Combo Scanner provides single-sided scan speeds of up to 25 pages per minute with a 500-page per day duty cycle. Its all-in-one, compact design includes both a flatbed scanner and multi-page automatic document feeding (ADF) scanner, ideal for special documents including forms and applications, photos, thick books and magazines, passports and plastic ID cards.

Completing the Print-Only Office
The Simplex Combo Scanner is well-suited for offices with a printer-only environment, such as healthcare facility patient check-in counters, bank branches and government facilities serving the public. A dedicated scanner is an affordable and practical way to complete the office due to its design for robust speed, paper handling and software flexibility.

With the flexible paper handling of the Simplex Combo Scanner, users can securely scan, store and manage their digital information.

Scan with Simplicity
The Simplex Combo Scanner is powered by Visioneer OneTouch® with Acuity, the original one-touch scanning solution that allows operators to send scanned documents to completely configurable destinations with one touch of a button. OneTouch greatly reduces training time for scanner users, adding even more return on investment.
“The Simplex Combo Scanner is an affordable, convenient solution for offices where scanning needs are infrequent and can be a complicated interruption,” said Walt Thinfen, president and CEO at Visioneer. “It’s simple yet efficient design speeds the process of occasional document scanning, improving workflows and ensuring users can focus on the core tasks of their job.”

**Pricing and Availability**
The Xerox Simplex Combo Scanner has a suggested retail price of $199.99 and is immediately available for purchase online at [www.xeroxscanners.com/scs](http://www.xeroxscanners.com/scs) and from authorized resellers in the U.S.
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**About Xerox**
Xerox Corporation is a technology leader that innovates the way the world communicates, connects and works. We understand what’s at the heart of sharing information — and all of the forms it can take. We embrace the integration of paper and digital, the increasing requirement for mobility, and the need for seamless integration between work and personal worlds. Every day, our innovative print technologies and intelligent work solutions help people communicate and work better. Discover more at [www.xerox.com](http://www.xerox.com) and follow us on Twitter at [@Xerox](https://twitter.com/Xerox).

**About Visioneer, Inc.**
Visioneer, Inc. is a leader in integrated document capture solutions, accelerating digital transformation for business and government clients. Offering a broad range of software-enabled hardware products, Visioneer’s intelligent scanning technology helps customers to improve workflows and increase productivity by unlocking the valuable information trapped in paper. Visioneer’s solutions simplify the document challenges of today and tomorrow, providing customers with the tools they need to drive business forward, including Visioneer OneTouch®, Acuity and Visioneer DriverPLUS technologies. Learn more at [www.xeroxscanners.com](http://www.xeroxscanners.com) and [www.visioneer.com](http://www.visioneer.com), and follow us on [Twitter](http://twitter.com/visioneer), [LinkedIn](http://connect.xerox.com) and [Facebook](http://www.facebook.com/VisioneerInc).
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Xerox® and Xerox and Design® are trademarks of Xerox in the United States and/or other countries.

Visioneer® and OneTouch® are trademarks of Visioneer, Inc. Visioneer is an authorized trademark licensee of Xerox.